
IDIOT NATION OR IDIOT MOORE

If it was not apparent enough that Americaâ€™s education system is failing, Michael Mooreâ€™s â€œIdiot Nationâ€•
openly explains to us about the truth. The author of â€œIdiot Nationâ€• makes the reader think about how America is
viewed in the world. Essay Analysis Of The Article ' Idiot Nation.

The way Moore delivers his information to the society comes in many different forms, and strikes up many
different views upon his opinion as well The school district bought out Dr. Students learn from GM's example
the benefits of capitalism and how to operate a company-like GM. With Campbell's conservative estimate of
five labels per week per child, all you need is a school of kids to get that free computer. More and myself feel
because we reply so much on technology, the ones paying the consequences our children. But too many
politicians and education bureaucrats have created a national obsession with testing, as if everything that's
wrong with the educational system in this country would be magically fixed if we could just raise those scores.
People had to work hard in their jobs but in the world we live in today they rely on technology to the work for
them. Perhaps the worst of the electronic marketers is Channel One Television. Almost 10 percent of U.
Chicago recently recruited and hired teachers from twenty-eight foreign countries, including China, France,
and Hungary. Few states chose to spend the money on libraries, and the downslide began. In , the entire
Washington DC school system had to delay the start of school for three weeks because nearly one-third of the
schools were found to be unsafe. I love this big lug of a country and the crazy people in it. And it's not just
teachers who have been neglected-American schools are literally falling apart. It's not just this kind of
sponsorship that brings these schools and corporations together. There are many problems the education
system is facing today, and several of them are having negative effects. America, for being the richest country,
is behind in the educational standpoint. So we've already eaten into the mere 99 hours a year an average
American adult spends reading a book-compared with 1, hours watching television. That's , General Mills
products sold. Appropriation of school space, including scoreboards, rooftops, walls, and textbooks, for
corporate logos and advertising is up percent. Instead of giving free rewards, they both have programs
rewarding schools for getting parents to buy their products. Considering the face-slapping society gives our
teachers on a daily basis, is it any wonder so few choose the profession? Another way my education was
affected was by budget cuts made my to school. Moore constantly refers to other countries such as Canada and
their gun policies to back up his arguments for increased gun regulation That's a sure ticket to the principal's
office-where the school psychologist will be waiting to ascertain whether that Limp Bizkit shirt you have on
means that you intend to shoot up Miss Nelson's fourth hour geometry class. Blogs based on the english
journals read in class. Do as you're told. Some county schools tested a science course, developed in part by
Pepsi, called "The Carbonated Beverage Company. You could say they have a vested interest in this captive
audience of millions of young people. Instead of expecting politicians to make changes we can take the correct
steps for a better educational system. Well friends you and I are living in one very scary place. The schools
aren't just looking for ways to advertise; they're also concerned with the students' perceptions of various
products. Pizza Hut set up its "Book-It! Introduction 1. Instructional time lost to the ads alone? The ones
paying the consequences will be our children because they are growing up in a environment that is taking an
easy way out, we are not learning things on our own but instead we are letting technology do the work for us.
They learn that to rock the boat could get them rocked right out of the school. One of the biggest reasons why
America is being filled with idiots is because, Americans are filling up their brain with useless information
about the next "gossip", when in fact we should be filling our brains with useful information such as; our
politics, our future and our environment. Pepper and 7-Up logos to be painted on the rooftops of two high
schools. He equates all the corruption and downfall that is occurring throughout the United States with the
election of former president George W. From the s until , school libraries received specific funding from the
government. Moore brings to light his view on the failures of the educational system and the lack of financing
that has been caused from the top of the food chain. We are the ones that will set the standards for our children
and societies future, so why not educate ourselves and make a better life for our country and its opportunities?.
In , one-quarter of U. Corporation, which provides schools with a free computer lab and access to pre-selected
Web sites.


